The algebraic approach to black hole quantization requires the horizon area eigenvalues to be equally spaced. As shown previously, for a neutral nonrotating black hole, such eigenvalues must be 2 n -fold degenerate if one constructs the black hole stationary states by means of a pair of creation operators subject to a specific algebra. We show that the algebra of these two building blocks exhibits U (2) ≡ U (1) × SU (2) symmetry, where the area operator generates the U (1) symmetry. The three generators of the SU (2) symmetry represent a global quantum number (hyperspin) of the black hole, and we show that this hyperspin must be zero. As a result, the degeneracy of the n-th area eigenvalue is reduced to 2 n /n 3/2 for large n, and therefore, the logarithmic correction term −3/2 log A should be added to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. We also provide a heuristic approach explaining this result, and an evidence for the existence of two building blocks.
I. INTRODUCTION
The flurry of activity on the theory of black holes in general relativity illuminated a very deep and fundamental relationship between gravitation, thermodynamics and quantum theory [1] . The bedrock of this connection is the notion of back hole entropy [2] . Bekenstein's identification of the horizon area with black hole entropy has provided a criterion for the success of any candidate quantum theory of gravity. Today we are presented with several generic quantum gravity theories (superstring and D-brane theory [3] , loop quantum gravity [4] , canonical quantum gravity [5, 6, 7] ) all of which reproduce the black hole entropy from a microscopic counting of states. Despite this success, there is as yet no generally accepted theory of quantum gravity; other conditions are needed to provide further tests on theories which purport to represent quantum gravity.
In [8] it is shown that a sufficient condition for establishing the identification S BH ∝ A is that the complete system, black hole-Hawking radiation, can be characterized by classical thermodynamics. Furthermore, it is shown (assuming the first law of black holes mechanics) that any nonlinear correction to the black hole entropy must be quantum mechanical in nature. For example, in a Reissner-Nordstrom black hole, the dimensionless function Φ T ≡ (∂M/∂Q) T (which can be interpreted as the electric potential on the horizon when the black hole is in equilibrium with a surrounding heat bath) can be expanded in powers ofh where the leading term O(h 0 ) is taken to be classical. It is shown in [8] that higher order terms in h appear if and only if S ′′ (A) = 0, where S(A) is the entropy of the black hole and A is the horizon surface area. Therefore, the leading order corrections to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (if they exist) will provide a further insight in the description of quantum effects in black holes.
Very recently, several authors made an attempt in this direction. For example, Kaul and Majumdar [9] (see also [11, 12] ) have calculated the lowest order corrections to the Bekenstein Hawking entropy in a particular formulation of quantum loop gravity [10] . In this approach, the black hole horizon is treated as a boundary spacetime which is quantized within the "quantum geometry" program. They have found a −3/2 log A correction term to the black hole entropy. Carlip [13] has found exactly the same correction term for the BTZ black hole by using the corrected version of the asymptotic Cardy formula. He has also shown that similar logarithmic corrections appear in all black holes whose microscopic degrees of freedom are described by an underlying conformal field theory. Recently, Das, Majumdar and Bhaduri [14] have computed the leading order corrections to the entropy of any thermodynamic system due to small statistical fluctuations around equilibrium. These corrections also turn out to be logarithmic in the horizon area when applied to black holes, and equal to −3/2 log A when applied to the BTZ black hole. More recently, Gupta et al. [15] obtain the same correction term by using a scalar field as a simple probe of the background geometry of a massive Schwarzschild black hole. Here, we shall obtain exactly the same logarithmic correction by using a simple heuristic scheme, and also by exploiting the algebraic approach [16, 17] . We further argue that positive logarithmic corrections might also be required in the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy if the horizon area fluctuations are included. This may shed some light on why other authors [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] have obtained logarithmic corrections with different coefficients.
Among the simplest questions which can be asked, and which can also provide condi-tions on a quantum theory of gravity, is what is the nature of the energy spectrum of a black hole. The remarkable observation that the horizon area behaves as a classical adiabatic invariant [28, 29, 30] provided the first clue in this direction. In the spirit of Ehrenfest principle, Bekenstein [28, 31] conjectured that the horizon area of a non extermal quantum black hole has a discrete eigenvalue spectrum. He also conjectured that the spacing between area eigenvalues is uniform [2, 31] since the assimilation of a quantum particle into a KerrNewman black hole carries a minimal "cost" ∼h of area increase, which does not depend on the black hole parameters. The discrete nature of the eigenvalue spectrum for the horizon area is also supported by the loop quantum gravity [4] , but this last theory suggests a rather complicated eigenvalue spacing. If the area spectrum is equally spaced, the classical relation A = 16πM 2 (c = G = 1) for a Schwarzschild black hole implies the mass spectrum M ∼ √h n for it, where n = 1, 2, · · ·. This type of spectrum has subsequently been obtained by many authors (see the list in [17] and Ref. [32] ).
The heuristic approach mentioned above is far from giving a complete description of quantum effects in black holes. In order to illuminate the inner structure of a black hole, an algebraic approach to black hole quantization has been developed [16, 17] . Analogously to quantum loop gravity [4] , in this approach one seeks to determine the spectra of relevant observables in the theory by their algebra. However, in the algebraic approach it is assumed that each separate black hole state, which one assumes comes from a discrete set, is created from a "black hole vacuum" |vac by a certain "creation" operator:
Here |n, s is a one (non-rotating and neutral) black hole state with area a n ; s = 0, ..., g n − 1 distinguishes between different states with the same area, where g n is the degeneracy of the said states. It was shown in [16] that the algebra of the variousR operators together with the horizon area observable (in [16] the angular momentum and charge observables are also included) implies that the spectrum ofÂ is equally spaced:
where a 0 is a positive constant proportional toh. More recently [17] , theR operators where constructed from a small number of more fundamental "building blocks" out of which the whole algebra follows. It was assumed for simplicity that the first area level has two independent quantum states, say |1, 0 and |1, 1 , so that the corresponding two building blocks for these states are given by:
It was shown that if one builds theR operators as products involving only these two noncommuting operators, the degeneracy of the area levels is given by the exponential law g n = 2 n . This was the first time that a formal proof has been given for this law. The exponential law g n = k n (k = 2, 3, ...) was first proposed by Mukhanov [33] (see also Ref. [34] ) where it was assumed that the entropy of the black hole corresponds to the degeneracy of the area levels Eq. (2) . Since then quite a few heuristic ways of understanding the exponential growth of degeneracy have been proposed [31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . One of the simplest views to get the quantization law Eq. (2) suggests that the horizon may be regarded as parceled into n patches of area a 0 . If each can exists in k different quantum states, then the law g = k n is immediate [31] . However, as we shall see here, if one includes the hyperspin or the global quantum number of these patches, the exponential law (for k = 2) is replaced by
for n ≫ 1. We shall obtain this result also in a more formal way using the algebraic approach where the hyperspin appears as the generator of the symmetry between the two building blocks in Eq. (3). Furthermore, in the Appendix, we start with k = 3 (equivalent to three building blocks) and find in this case that g n ≈ 3 n n 2 which corresponds to a −2 log n correction term. We shall mention here, that by using a holographic point of view, Das, Kaul and Majumdar [11] have obtained the same result. However, in their formalism the left hand side of Eq. (4) is replaced by the number of SU(2) singlet states contributing to the entropy of an isolated horizon (which is described by the boundary degrees of freedom of a three dimensional Chern Simons theory), and n is replaced by the number of vertices of the network.
The physical interpretation of the building blocksâ andb may be elucidated by comparison with other approaches. It was shown [39] that the algebraic approach and the approach involving quantization on a reduced phase space [40] are similar. However, it is still not clear how the degeneracy appears in the later approach. Here, we shall argue that one of the building blocks is associated with the boundary at infinity through the ADM mass M and its conjugate P M (the time separation at special infinity), and the other with the boundary at the horizon via A and its conjugate Θ (the "opening angle", see Ref. ( [41] )). This also gives an argument for setting k = 2.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we develop a heuristic approach to calculate the −3/2 logarithmic correction term. In Sec. III, we provide a physical interpretation to the building blocks, by a comparison with the reduced phase space approach. In Sec. IV, the hyperspin is defined within the algebraic approach, and the degeneracy of the area levels in the hyperspin representation is obtained. We conclude with a discussion (Sec. V). The Appendix generalizes the results to the case of three building blocks.
II. HEURISTIC SCHEME AND LOGARITHMIC CORRECTIONS
Since any correction to the black hole entropy formula, S bh = ηA, must be quantum mechanical in nature [8] , the leading order corrections to the black hole entropy (if they exist) will provide a further insight into the interplay between general relativity and quantum mechanics. Furthermore, as one reduces the size of the black hole, these corrections may play an important role and even change completely the semi-classical description.
In previous work [26] , we have found a positive logarithmic correction 1/2 log A to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy by considering the Schwarzschild black hole as a grand canonical ensemble, with the Hamiltonian (the ADM mass) and the horizon surface area, separately, as observable parameters. Also Kastrup [24] , Mäkelä and Repo [25] and Obregon, Sabido and Tkach [27] obtained exactly the same positive correction. More recently, Major and Setter [23] obtained the correction term log A using a model which is motivated by the formulation of geometry in loop quantum gravity (they also describe the black hole in terms of a grand canonical ensemble). All these approaches predict positive corrections due to the area fluctuations. The area fluctuations increase the uncertainty, and therefore, the number of microstates which describe the black hole. However, the logarithmic corrections which correspond to corrections in the degeneracy g(n) = k n are not positive. We shall give now a simple heuristic argument, based on the equally spaced area spectrum, which yields the correction term −3/2 log A (in section 4 we shall derive this result from the algebraic approach). This term was obtained by several authors [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 ] using a variety of techniques.
In several models of black holes, it is assumed that the black hole consists of elementary components contributing additively to its area. In quantum loop gravity, these components are described by the Wilson lines of the Ashtekar's connection A a µ (see for example Ref. [42] ). In M-theory [43] , the components are described by the D 0 -branes. Here, we consider the equally spaced area spectrum, where the horizon may be regarded as parceled into n patches (components) of area a 0 . In this heuristic view, these patches are localized. Thus, it is assumed that each cell has the same number of quantum states due to rotational symmetry. For simplicity, we assume that each cell can exist in 2 different quantum states.
Since the elementary components (the patches) can exist in two states, in quantum mechanics they can be described by 1/2-spin entities. These are here called "hyperspins" to distinguish them from spin; i.e. the 1/2-hyperspin which is associated with each patch describes its two different quantum states. The 1/2-hyperspin observable associated with the i'th patch is denoted by
3 ) where the total hyperspin of a black hole with area A = a 0 n is given by
Since J represents a macroscopic feature of the black hole, it should have played an important role also in the classical description. However, according to Wheeler's no-hair principle, the Schwarzschild black hole is parametrized only by its mass. This leaves us no choice but to set the total hyperspin of the Schwarzschild black hole to zero. Furthermore, by analogy with a system of 1/2-spin particles, it seems reasonable that the energy (mass) should depend on J . If so, the relation A = 16πM 2 holds true only in the classical limit where J = 0. This motivates the idea that the Schwarzschild black hole should be considered as a grand canonical ensemble [23, 26] .
The number of microstates with area A = a 0 n is g(n) = 2 n . This follows from the two quantum states each cell can exist in. However, the number of microstates g(n, J = 0) with area A = a 0 n and zero hyperspin J = 0 is smaller. A simple calculation (see section IV) shows that
Note that n must be even since J = 0. Using Stirling's formula, we find in the classical limit n → ∞ that
This yields a correction term −3/2 log n to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Moreover, Eq. (6) shows clearly that as one reduces the size of the black hole, the semi-classical description is completely changed. For example, an elementary black hole with area A = 2a 0 has zero entropy.
In conclusion, logarithmic corrections to the black hole entropy may be classified into two types: positive corrections, which appear due to the area fluctuations, and negative corrections, which appear as a result of corrections to the number of microstates that describe a black hole with a definite horizon area.
III. A PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE BUILDING BLOCKS
In previous work [17] , it was suggested that the algebra of black holes observables, can be constructed from two basic operators (building blocks)â andb, satisfying the following commutation relation:
whereN ≡Â/a 0 is a dimenssionless number operator. The commutation relation between a andb may be complicated but it does not matter for our analysis because the degeneracy is determined by relations (8-10) only. It was shown that this algebra leads to exactly 2 n independent states with the same area eigenvalue a 0 n. This degeneracy corresponds to the entropy of the black hole; in the next section the logarithmic correction term −3/2 ln n will be obtained. The physical interpretation of the building blocksâ andb may be found by comparison with other approaches. For example, in [39] it was shown that the algebraic approach and the approach involving quantization on a reduced phase space of collective coordinates of a black hole are similar. In the reduced phase space approach [40] , one starts, still classically, with an effective action of the form [44] 
where M is the mass and P M its conjugate momentum (here we consider non-rotating, neutral black holes). The conjugate momentum P M has the interpretation of the difference between the Schwarzschild times at left and right infinities [45] and, according to Euclidean quantum gravity [46] , it is periodic with a period which is inverse the Hawking temperature T H . The canonical transformation
implies that the horizon area A = 16πM 2 can be written in the form A = 4π(X 2 + Π 2 X ). Thus, after quantization (X →X, Π X →Π X where [X,Π X ] = ih) the area observable exhibits an equally spaced area spectrum. Another way to obtain this result, is to perform the canonical transformation
where Θ ≡ κP M and κ is the surface gravity. Note that Θ has periodicity of 2π and that it is the canonical conjugate of A/8π. Thus, after quantization A/8π is represented by a number operator. One can identify one of the building blocks, sayâ, with the creation operator 1/ √ 2h(X − iΠ X ). However, how is the other building block included? In other words, where is the black hole entropy in all this? It was suggested in [39] to include another operator representing the internal degrees of freedom (similar to the "secret" operator described in [47] ). In the following, we present another way to include the second building block.
Carlip and Teitelboim [41] have shown that the standard (Euclidean) action principle for the gravitational field implies that for spacetimes with black hole topology, the opening angle Θ at the horizon and the horizon area A/8π are canonical conjugates. They have argued that the boundary term at the horizon, −AδΘ, should supplement the canonical action just as the boundary term at infinity, MδT , does (T ≡ P M , the time separation at spatial infinity, is the canonical conjugate to the ADM mass). Classically, A = 16πM 2 and Θ = κP M (see the last paragraph of this section); however, the above argument motivates us to consider (initially) M, P M , A/8π and Θ as if they were four independent parameters. Only at the end, after quantization, do we impose the classical relation. This technique has appeared also in our grand canonical approach [26] . Adding to Eq. (12) the canonical transformation Y = A/4π cos Θ and Π Y = A/4π sin Θ, implies that
Thus, after quantization, the two "building blocks"
2 andÂ, respectively, by one unit. SinceÂ andM are considered independent, so areX andŶ , and thus [â,b] = 0. However, since classically A and M are not independent, one must impose a certain condition relatingÂ andM (this is analogous to the requirement of zero hyperspin). After imposing this conditionâ andb no longer commute, in harmony with the algebraic approach [17] . In this way we have obtained two building blocks: one is associated with the boundary at infinity through M and P M , and the other with the boundary at the horizon via A and Θ. Thus, by a comparison with the reduced phase space approach, we have found that there are exactly two building blocks, i.e. k = 2.
It is interesting to note that the "opening angle" defined classically by Carlip and Teitelboim is related to M and P M by Θ = κP M 1 . This follows from
1 In Eq.( 13) κP M is denoted by Θ; here we show that it is actually the "opening angle" defined by Teitelboim and collaborators where the Poisson brackets are taken with respect to the canonical coordinates (M, P M ). Now, since A = 16πM 2 is independent of P M , Eq. (15) implies that ∂Θ/∂P M = 8π∂M/∂A = κ. Hence, Θ = κP M , and since Θ has a period 2π, the Euclidean time P M has a period 2π/κ. In this way we derive the Hawking temperature, which according to finite temperature quantum field theory is equal toh divided by the Euclidean period 2π/κ.
IV. THE HYPERSPIN WITHIN THE ALGEBRAIC APPROACH
In previous work [17] , it was shown that the algebra of the two building blocks (see Eq. (8-10)) leads to 2 n -fold degeneracy of the n-th area level. Thus, states with the same area eigenvalue na 0 could be represented in a binary form:
where x i = 0 or 1 and correspondinglyx i is eitherâ orb (i = 1, 2, .., n). As we shall see in the following, not all the states in Eq. (16) correspond to zero hyperspin. The commutation relations in Eq. (8) (9) (10) are invariant under the transformation:
where u ∈ U(2) is a 2-dimensional unitary matrix (here boldface indicates matrices). The group U(2) can be written as a direct product of U(1) and SU (2) 
Hence, the generator of the U(1) symmetry is the area operatorN itself. We shall denote the generators of the SU(2) symmetry by J = (Ĵ 1 ,Ĵ 2 ,Ĵ 3 ) and we shall call J the (total) hyperspin of the black hole. Thus, the hyperspin arise as a result of the symmetry between the two building blocksâ andb. Since the hyperspin generates the SU(2) symmetry,
The commutation relations betweenĴ k (k = 1, 2, 3) andâ (orb), can be deduced from the definition of J as the generators of the symmetry group. That is,
where {σ k } are the three Pauli matrices. Now, taking the derivative with respect to θ in both sides of Eq. (20), and then setting θ = 0 we find that:
These commutation relations determine the hyperspin uniquely. For example, the third component of the hyper-spin measure the difference between the number of a's and the number of b's divided by two; i.e.Ĵ
A. The hyperspin representation
The 2 n states defined in Eq. (16) span the Hilbert space of all states representing a black hole with an area a 0 n. Here we would like to classify these states according to their hyperspin. Henceforth the states in the hyperspin representation will be denoted by |n, J , J 3 , s . Eq. (19) implies that J and J 3 must be integers or half integers. Further, according to Eq. (22) the maximum possible value of J 3 (and therefore of J ) is n/2. Thus, J = 0, 1, 2, ..., n/2 (if n is even) or J = 1/2, 3/2, ..., n/2 (if n is odd) and J 3 = −J , −J + 1, ..., J . The quantum number s = 0, 1, ..., g(n, J , J 3 ) − 1 distinguishes between states with the same area and the same hyperspin; g(n, J , J 3 ) is the number of independent states with the same area level and the same hyperspin (later we shall see that g(n, J , J 3 ) does not actually depend on J 3 ). Thus, the set of states {|n, J , J 3 , s } represents an orthonormal basis for the black hole Hilbert space.
We shall mention here that Eq. (22) also implies that for a given J the minimum n is 2J . Therefore, the area spectrum can be written as
where l = 0, 1, 2, .... However, since the hyperspin of a black hole which was formed by a gravitational collapse is zero (see Sec. II and Sec. V) this spectrum coincide with Eq. (2). The n = 0 area level (the vacuum state |vac ) has zero hyperspin and it is denoted here by |0, 0, 0, 0 . The n = 1 area level has two independent states: |1, 1/2, 1/2, 1 ≡ |0 ≡â|vac and |1, 1/2, −1/2, 1 ≡ |1 ≡b|vac . The n = 2 area level has 4 independent (orthonormal) states. One state with zero hyperspin and three with J = 1:
Note that s = 1 in all the states in Eq. (25) since g(n = 2, J , J 3 ) = 1 for all J = 0, 1 J 3 = 1, 0, −1. However, this is no longer true for n > 2. For example, using the commutation relations (21) , it can be shown that the two independent states |010 − |001 and |100 − |010 both have n = 3, J = 1/2 and J 3 = 1/2. We shall turn now to calculate explicitly the number of independent states with the same n and J .
B. Degeneracy in the hyperspin representation
First, we shall show that g(n, J , J 3 ) is not a function of J 3 . In order to prove that, consider the g(n, J , J 3 ) independent states {|n, J , J 3 , s } s=0,1,...,g(n,J ,J 3 )−1 . As mentioned above, states with different s are orthogonal. If J 3 = ±J then J ± |n, J , J 3 , s = 0 for all s = 0, 1, ..., g(n, J , J 3 ) − 1 , whereĴ ± ≡Ĵ 1 ± iĴ 2 . Now, the third component of the hyperspin of all the g(n, J , J 3 ) states
is J 3 + 1. Furthermore, these states are also orthogonal because
In the same way it can be shown that the g(n, J , J 3 ) states {Ĵ − |n, J , J 3 , s } are all orthogonal with J 3 −1. Hence, g(n, J , J 3 ) = g(n, J , J 3 + 1) = g(n, J , J 3 −1) ≡ g(n, J ). Note that g(n, J ) counts the number of states with the same n, J and J 3 , even though it does not depend on J 3 .
According to Eq. (22) 27) because N a + N b = n. Thus, the number of independent states with the same area n and the same J 3 is
. For example, the maximum value of J 3 is n/2, and in this case N a = n and N b = 0. Thus, there is only one independent state with area n and with J 3 = n/2; that is the state |00...0 . This implies that g(n, J = n/2) = n 0 = 1 because g(n, J = n/2) ≡ g(n, J = n/2, J 3 ) is independent of J 3 and for J = n/2 we can set (for convenience) J 3 = n/2.
The number of states with J 3 = n/2 − 1 (N b = 1) is equal to n 1
. Now, g(n, J = n/2) is the number of states with J = n/2 and a particular J 3 ; in particular it is also the number states with J = n/2 and J 3 = n/2 − 1 (remember that g(n, J = n/2) ≡ g(n, J = n/2, J 3 ) for any J 3 ). Therefore,
Similarly, in order to obtain g(n, J = n/2 − 2), we have to subtract from the n 2 states with the same J 3 = n/2 − 2 the number of states with J = n/2 − 1 and J = n/2. That is,
Continuing in the same way, we find that
where m ≡ n/2. Note that by setting the hyperspin to zero Eq. (6) is obtained. In the Appendix we generalize Eq. (30) assuming the algebra is constructed from three building blocks.
The requirement that J = 0 implies that the states describing the black hole have a definite "parity". In our algebra, the operatorp that exchanges the two building blocks is called the parity operator:p
.., n). It can be shown the the parity operator commutes with J 2 but anticommutes withĴ 3 . Therefore, the only states with definite J and J 3 that have a definite parity are states with zero hyperspin. Also in the framework of the canonical quantization of a Schwarzschild black hole [48] it was shown that the relevant quantum states that exhibit the equally spaced area spectrum have a definite parity. Hence, imposing on the quantum states the requirement of a definite parity is translated in our approach as the requirement that the hyperspin is zero.
V. DISCUSSION
Most (and perhaps all) of the observables in physics, such as momentum, angular momentum and energy arise from some symmetry transformations. The hyperspin defined in the previous sections is also derived in the same manner. In the algebra addressed in the previous paper [17] , we have used two building blocksâ andb. The symmetry betweenâ andb implies the existence of the hyperspin. In harmony with the heuristic approach it is an observable which represents a global quantum number of the black hole.
In our algebra we have obtained the "maximum" symmetry between the two building blocks; i.e. U(2) symmetry. We cannot obtain a larger group because there are only two building blocks. In the Appendix, we discuss the algebra of three building blocks, which, therefore, has a larger symmetry. It is very natural that in the construction of an algebra describing the inner structure of a black hole some other global quantum numbers will appear. The question is then, how can it live in peace with the "no hair" principles?
The only way to resolve this issue is to set the hyperspin to zero. Since we consider here a neutral non-rotating black hole, the hyperspin cannot represent the angular momentum (or charge) of the black hole. Further, the entropy will not be a function just of the horizon area if one considers the hyperspin as the angular momentum. Similar arguments imply that the hyperspin cannot represent quantum numbers like charm or strangeness of ordinary matter; otherwise it must be very small to be compatible with the classical limit. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the hyperspin represents a quantum number which does not exist in ordinary matter. The conservation of the hyperspin then implies that a black hole which was formed by a gravitational collapse of ordinary matter must have zero hyperspin.
Hawking showed very convincingly that at the semi-classical level, where the gravitational field is treated classically but the matter fields exterior to the black hole are quantized, black holes radiate all kinds of particles with spectrum of a black body. If these particles do not possess hyperspin, but the black hole does, the Hawking radiation must cease at the point when the horizon area becomes equal to the hyperspin (see Eq. (24)). Thus, eternal black holes which do not radiate can have J ≫ 1. Of course, this hyperspin can not be measured by an observer outside the black hole.
We conclude that the hyperspin cannot represents a quantum number of ordinary matter. Instead, it might represent a global feature of the D 0 -branes in M-theory, the Wilson lines in the Ashtekar approach, or a quantum number attached to the patches described in the heuristic approach. 
where 2{λ k } are the eight Gell-Mann matrices that generalizing the Pauli matrices [49] . The first three generators G 1 , G 2 and G 3 satisfy the same commutation relations given in Eq. (21) if one replace J k by G k for k = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, we shall identify the first three generators with the hyperspin, i.e. 
That is,Ŷ = 
where η ≡ n/3 and y ≡ Y / √ 3. Now, since the hyperspin J and also Y are zero (see Sec. V), the degeneracy of the nth area level is given by:
where we set J = Y = 0 in Eq. (A5). Using Stirling's formula, in the limit n → ∞ g(n) ≈ 3 n n 2 .
Hence, in the case of three building blocks the leading correction term to the BekensteinHawking entropy is −2 ln n.
